CONFIDENTIAL LOCATION ADDENDUM FOR INDEMNITOR
I, the undersigned, do hereby agree that Ace's

Bail Bond's (Agency), will act as my bail bond and as part

of that agreement, they will be able to use location technologies to locate my wireless device at any time
during the period of my bail.
The following privacy / terms and conditions are an integral part of this addendum and bond(s) is
conditioned upon full compliance by the principal of all said terms and conditions and is a part of said
bonds and application therefore:
1. The Agency will use network- based technologies to find principal solely at their discretion.
2. This addendum will service as the sole notice for the collection of location information for the
principal until their bond liability is fully discharged.
3. The Agency will only retain location data while the bail bond is actively in force.
4. The Agency will only disclose location information to the courts as required by court order.
5. The Agency will be the only person with access to location information for a specific principal
6. The principal will NOT have the option to OPT OUT of location use during the period of bail
7. All questions relating to location capability should be directed to the agency
8. If forfeiture occurs, I give the right to search any residence of mine or place of residence known
to be occupied by me or for said defendant.
Name: ________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
Cell Phone #: ___________________________________
1. AGENCY to call mobile telephone number when principal application is completed to ensure
accuracy of the phone number.
2. If an incorrect phone number is provided by the principal that would constitute a material false
statement in the application and result in the AGENCY having the right to approach arrest and
surrender principal

X______________________________________
Signature of Applicant

